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1 Background and Context 
 
Fèis = Festival; Feast; Fèis (Gaelic cultural festival) 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal = Festivals of the Gaels; Support organisation for the Fèis movement 
 

Although it has several definitions, the Gaelic word Fèis is synonymous with the community movement which, 
for over 30 years, has been tutoring young people in traditional music, Gaelic song and Gaelic drama and which 
has built up an impressive track record of opportunity and achievement.  Many of those achievements, to that 
date, were documented in the 2006 book: Fèis: The First Twenty-Five Years of the Fèis Movement1 edited by Kate 
Martin.  The book charts the movement’s growth from its beginnings in Barra in 1981, expansion into Ross-shire, 
Skye and Lochaber in the mid to late 1980s as well as its rapid growth during the 1990s.   
 

More recently, a report published by the Traditional Music Forum2, following a 2015-16 census, found that 17,240 
people under 18 were involved in learning traditional music.  At the time of writing this plan, Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal supports 47 member Fèisean in 14 local authority areas across the country offering regular tuition to 
around 6,000 young people, therefore supporting over a third of all traditional music tuition for young people in 
Scotland.   
 

The traditional arts sector and in particular the Fèisean movement spearheaded by Fèisean nan Gàidheal is 
looked at with envy from many other parts of the globe. There is much that Scotland’s young people’s arts 
sector can learn from it in terms of how it is networked, how it reaches out beyond its perceived usual 
participants, how it identifies and supports talent and how it supports the continued up-skilling of its 
workforce.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Time to Shine, Creative Scotland 0-25 Arts Strategy 
 

The interest and ability in traditional music in Scotland has grown exponentially since the Fèisean began.  
Fèisean have also been a major driver in raising awareness of the Gaelic language, contributing to community 
and social cohesion in the process.  It is interesting to observe the welcome support for Sistema Scotland, 
allowing the organisation to work in socially challenged areas using classical music as a means of engaging 
young people in overcoming difficulties and building confidence in themselves and their communities.  The 
Fèisean have also done that, using traditional music and Gaelic arts, over the 30+ years of their existence.  Of 37 
Fèisean within the area covered by Highlands & Islands Enterprise, 21 are in HIE Fragile Areas.  Those 
communities may not have the same challenges as Raploch and Govanhill, but they have other challenges which 
Fèisean have contributed to overcoming. 
 

The locally-managed, traditional cultural work of the Fèisean – in many ways the antithesis of stereotypical 
community arts – has proven impact on the problems of exclusion and disenfranchisement caused by poverty 
in remote rural districts of the Scottish Highlands & Islands. 3 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal was established in 1991.  It is a company limited by guarantee and a registered charity.  
The organisation was developed to offer a range of services to local Fèisean, all of which are corporate members 
of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.   
 

Support for local Fèisean, and delivery of services for them, remains at the core of the organisation’s activities.  
Everything the organisation does supports the Fèisean, or those involved in them, directly or indirectly.  There is 
no member of staff who does not work with the local Fèisean.  Management fees from contract delivery and 
project management are reinvested in the infrastructure that supports the Fèisean.  Events are run to give Fèis 
participants valuable performance opportunities.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s education work and performance 
promotion provides Fèis tutors with additional employment opportunities.  
 

Membership of Fèisean nan Gàidheal provides 47 independent, local organisations with access to funding, 
insurance, musical instruments, training, teaching resources as well as the ability to comply more easily with 
child protection and other legal requirements.  Without the support of Fèisean nan Gàidheal, local Fèisean would 
have to make provision on an individual basis.  Investment in Fèisean nan Gàidheal strengthens and develops 
cultural activities in more than 200 communities across Scotland reaching over 70,000 people annually.  Within 
																																																								
1 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/Feis25.pdf 
2 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/TMF-Traditional-Music-Census-2015-16.pdf 
3 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/Use-or-Ornament.pdf (section 10.2) 
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this Plan, references to Fèisean nan Gàidheal are meant as a collective term for all the Fèisean as well as the 
name of the umbrella organisation. 
 

Gaelic is an integral part of Scottish culture and the Scottish Government recognises the cultural, economic 
and social value of the language to our whole country.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal has made an immense 
contribution to both traditional music and the Gaelic throughout Scotland through their support and 
promotion of the language, especially their work with young people and schools.                       

 John Swinney MSP, Deputy First Minister of Scotland at Fèisean nan Gàidheal Annual Conference 2016 
 

Several reports4 highlight Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s role as an example of good practice in the development of 
traditional music, Gaelic song, Gaelic drama, traditional dance and Gaelic language as well as wider community 
development.  Its work enables participation in the arts for people of all backgrounds in many communities 
throughout the country, including areas that are rurally isolated.  The arts have an important role to play in 
increasing the use and visibility of Gaelic.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work enables closer engagement with the 
language, better understanding of its place in Scotland’s identity and promotes positive attitudes towards 
Gaelic.   
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal believes participation in the arts and creativity promotes equality and diversity, 
contributes to wellbeing and to the economy of Scotland. The work of Fèisean nan Gàidheal has done much to 
promote a sense of place, linking young people with their culture, language and heritage evident, for example, 
in the work of its archiving projects5 and Fuaran6.  Many of the places in which Fèis activities take place are 
considered to be of importance for a variety of reasons – the environment, the provision of arts in the 
community, the economic circumstances of an area or the health of the Gaelic language.  For young people to 
understand who they are and where they are going, they need to know who and where they have come from.  
They need a sense of belonging, values, beliefs, identity and expression, the promotion of which has been a key 
success of the Fèis movement.7 
 

While Fèisean nan Gàidheal endeavours to record and acknowledge the many achievements of individual 
Fèisean within its Annual Reports, all of which are available on its website8, it is only possible in this Plan to 
highlight some of what the organisation achieved in delivering its Development Plan 2015-18 to date.  Key 
achievements included: 
 Annual turnover of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and member Fèisean reaching over £3m. 
 The establishment of 2 new Fèisean. 
 The delivery of a range of support services for member Fèisean and the allocation of funding to them 

of around £1m. 
 Continued development of the annual Blas Festival which, in its first 11 years, promoted 440 main 

concerts, commissioned 12 new pieces of music, organised a range of community and educational 
events involving 3,422 performers and an audience of 104,628 who rated their satisfaction at 91.2%. 

 Continuation of support for Fèis Cèilidh Trails which increased in number from 7 to 8 playing to nearly 
12,000 people annually. 

 Development of a new Tutor Training Course that can be delivered in a variety of places in English or 
in Gaelic. 

 Continued delivery of an ambitious Gaelic Language Policy9 that requires all tutors to engage in 
learning Gaelic if they are not already a speaker of the language.  

 Engagement of young people and adults in Gaelic drama through various initiatives including school 
tours, the annual Gaelic Drama Summer School, Film G and an increased level of work in schools and 
communities. 

 The commissioning of new drama scripts for school performances. 
 The production of an annual Gaelic pantomime touring Gaelic schools across the country. 
 Establishment of a new Gaelic medium early years Gaelic arts service, Hùb Hàb. 
 Delivery of an annual Gaelic medium residential week that enables young people to enhance their 

language skills across a range of activities in a Gaelic community.  

																																																								
4 http://www.feisean.org/en/feisean-en/research/ 
5 http://www.feisean.org/en/creative/archiving-project/ 
6 http://www.feisean.org/fuaran/en/welcome-to-fuaran/ 
7 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/Use-or-Ornament.pdf (section 6.3) 
8 http://www.feisean.org/en/annual-reports/	
9 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/FnGGaelicPolicyFinal.pdf 
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 Expansion of our Gaelic Arts in Education service – Fèisgoil – and increased delivery of a range of 
contracts that have helped deliver outcomes required of the Gaelic Language Plans of various public 
bodies. 

 Participation of young people from various Fèisean in several high-profile national and international 
events including numerous Blas concerts, Belladrum, HebCelt, the International Shinty-Hurling Final, 
Celtic Connections and Celtic Colours. 

 Support for Gaelic singing through a monthly session, Tac an Teine, in Inverness and a similar event in 
Stornoway. 

 Establishment of a digital platform, FèisTV, to stream live events, build up an online archive of 
material and offer online music lessons in Gaelic and English. 

 Delivery of a high-quality Heritage Lottery-funded inter-generational digitisation project, Fuaran10, 
which enabled 11 young singers to collect, research, learn, record and perform a range of traditional 
Gaelic songs. 

 Delivery of a traditional arts grant fund, Tasgadh11, for Creative Scotland which supported around 110 
projects in its first two years. 

 Recognition of the role of volunteers involved in Fèisean through the Scottish Gaelic Awards and the 
Scots Traditional Music Hall of Fame. 

 Recognition of the role of tradition bearers though sponsorship of the Scots Trad Music Hall of Fame. 
 Continued collaboration with organisations that promote the Gaelic language, culture and traditional 

arts including the Traditional Music Forum, Creative Scotland’s Traditional Arts Advisory Group, the 
Highland Youth Arts Hub, the Gaelic Drama Network, Hands Up for Trad and the Music Education 
Partnership Group. 

 
Although engagement levels vary according to the range of activities in which it is involved each year, in 2015-
16 Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work reached around 74,000 people with 840 volunteers and 662 tutors involved in 
delivering its programme. 
 
In recent years Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s range of functions has expanded to enable it to offer key services that are 
at the heart of traditional music and Gaelic language development in Scotland.  This growth has been made 
possible through the invaluable support of Fèis volunteers in communities the length and breadth of the 
country, a committed staff team and the maintenance of successful partnerships with key agencies such as 
Creative Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise and Bòrd na Gàidhlig.   
 
We deliver, or have delivered, work for The Highland Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Argyll & Bute Council, 
East Lothian Council, Renfrewshire Council, Perth & Kinross Council, Falkirk Council, East Ayrshire Council, South 
Ayrshire Council, Fife Council, City of Edinburgh Council, North Lanarkshire Council and have worked with public 
bodies such as Historical Environment Scotland and the National Colllections (National Library, Museum and 
Galleries). 
 
The creative, social, educational, linguistic and economic impact of the work of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and the 
network of Fèisean has been widely recognised.  Research has identified positive impacts in individual and 
community confidence, skills development, job creation and equality of access to creative experiences.  The full 
impact goes much deeper than it is possible to express in research reports. 
 
I think we need to acknowledge that Fèisean nan Gàidheal has contributed to a major change in Scottish 
cultural life and the Fèis movement has probably had a much wider impact than we can measure.  From its 
very modest origins Fèisean nan Gàidheal has experienced sustained growth, it has expanded into many 
areas of Scotland and its commitment to Gaelic remains undiminished. 
 

The Fèis movement has clearly kept the language at the heart of its activity and I believe that it is one of the 
best examples we have for promoting confidence in the Gaelic language.  It is initiatives such as this that are 
needed to give Gaelic speakers the confidence to use and pass on their language and thus create a 
sustainable future for Gaelic in Scotland.                                                                                      Peter J Peacock, former Minister for Education & Young People and Gaelic 

Foreword to Fèis: The First Twenty-Five Years of the Fèis Movement 

																																																								
10 http://www.feisean.org/fuaran/en/welcome-to-fuaran/ 
11 http://www.feisean.org/en/tasgadh/	
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We know that immersion in cultural activity can help bolster the resilience and well-being of communities and 
individuals.  I’m thinking here of Fèisean nan Gàidheal which is at the forefront of Gaelic arts development, 
with research suggesting that participation not only increases skills in young people but also self-esteem and 
a sense of identity.                                                                                                              Fiona Hyslop MSP, Scotland Government Cabinet Secretary for Culture  

 
Fèisean now employ nearly 700 individual musicians and singers annually to teach in communities and schools.  
Fèisean have played a key part in producing a large number of exceptional performers and players, some of 
whom are in the top flight of Scottish musicians, making their living from performing and teaching Scottish 
traditional music and Gaelic song across the globe.  Fèisean also play a significant part in supporting the Gaelic 
language skills of young people, enabling its use outside school and engendering positive attitudes towards the 
language among participants12 many of whom have achieved fluency in Gaelic.  The current sense of vitality in 
the traditional music scene and Gaelic language development in Scotland is, in no small measure, due to the 
work of the Fèis movement. 
 
HIE works directly with cultural organisations, such as Fèisean nan Gàidheal (FnG), to develop community-
based cultural activities.  FnG, one of our largest cultural social enterprises, supports opportunities for 
community participation in the traditional arts.  FnG currently works with 45 separate Fèisean organisations 
out of which 23 are based in the fragile areas.  As well as supporting opportunities for individuals, schools and 
community groups to engage in traditional arts activities, FnG successfully delivers a programme of training 
and work placement opportunities for young people, successfully equipping them with the skills to pursue 
career pathways in the creative industries sector.  In response to the growing demand for Fèisean related 
services, a new service – Fèisgoil has just been launched; this offers an exciting programme of cultural 
development activities to schools, community groups, local authorities and other public sector bodies. 

Community culture, arts and heritage, Highlands & Islands Enterprise 

 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal currently employs 12 people directly (10.8 FTEs).  According to a 2010 study by Steve 
Westbrook, Economic and Social Impacts of the Fèisean, commissioned by HIE, the total employment generated 
directly and indirectly by the Fèisean, equated to around 95 FTEs, contributing over £2m to the economy13.  That 
report pointed to Fèisean nan Gàidheal being at the forefront of Gaelic arts development, with research having 
shown that participation not only increases skills in young people but also self-esteem and a sense of identity.  At 
a time of economic uncertainty it is vital for people to continue their involvement in recreation and activities that 
contribute to wellbeing.  Volunteers have often gained transferable skills from organising and running Fèisean. 
 
A 2014 report by Ekosgen for HIE14, Evaluation of HIE’s investment in Gaelic Cultural Development Services, found 
similar results in terms of FTEs.  In addition, a survey of Fèisean was carried out in which those Fèisean that 
responded indicated Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s support had been instrumental to their ability to carry out their 
activities.  Two thirds of groups suggested they could not function without the organisation’s support, and the 
remaining third stated that activities would be undertaken but at a later date, or on a smaller scale, in the 
absence of support from Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  Similarly, the support received has been vital in terms of the use 
of Gaelic within the Fèisean activities. 
 
The organisation’s work contributes considerably to Scotland’s creative system.  It generates new musicians and 
employs established musicians as teachers, mentors and performers.  Musicians play music for fulfillment, for the 
enjoyment of visitors to, and residents of, Scotland.  Some produce CDs, hire studios, employ recording 
engineers and session musicians, use the work of artists, photographers, graphic designers and CD pressing 
plants.  Music shops gain products to sell.  Wealth is created for those organisations and for the musicians 
themselves.  Many are employed to teach at Fèisean, passing on traditions from generation to generation.  This 
forms part of their income, contributing to the ability, for some, to make a full-time living in the creative sector.  
Venues benefit from work where artists are booked, promoters are paid, graphic designers are engaged, adverts 
are placed in newspapers, sound engineers are employed and income is generated from ticket sales.  Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal’s work supports the employment of artists, arts administrators, print design companies, web 
designers, photographers, PA hire companies and advertising outlets.  Television and radio benefit from the 
additional programme content its work provides. 
																																																								
12 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/25-Years-of-Feisean.pdf (page 51) 
13 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/HIE-Economic-Impact-of-the-Feisean1.pdf 
14 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/HIEFnGCnGEvaluation2015.pdf	
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Over 70,000 people each year are offered tuition, participation and entertainment through work supported by 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  The map inside the front cover illustrates places where activities are organised by Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal and Fèisean but does not adequately illustrate the actual number of activities.  For example, each 
Fèis generates multiple tuition opportunities and the Youth Music Initiative in the Highland Council area, for 
example, currently equates to 12 sessions per pupil annually. 
 

Further details of individual Fèisean are available on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website and some Fèisean have 
websites of their own, as well as a presence in social media that charts their work. 
 

While the organisation has been fortunate to have benefitted from investment by a range of agencies over the 
years - and it will would continue to seek that - there is a case for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work to be recognised 
more formally, as articulated in Creative Scotland’s Music Sector Review: 
 

Notwithstanding the different organisational bases on which they operate they can only operate as long-
term flagships and development organisations with some assurance of core funding.  Five professional 
National Performing Companies are all permanently funded by the Scottish Government in recognition of 
their flagship status.  Whilst not proposing that the national youth companies should be moved away from 
the aegis of Creative Scotland, we suggest it is reasonable that they should be seen in the same light as 
permanent national institutions.15 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal is happy to present this Programme Plan as an overview of the work in which it will be 
engaged over the three-year period from 2018-21, with the support of partner organisations.  As with our 
previous plan, we have adopted the 0-25 age range specified in Time to Shine – Scotland’s Youth Arts Strategy. 
 

We will continue to support and develop the local Fèisean at the same time as developing skills, talent and 
opportunities for Fèis ‘graduates’ to either go on to further study or benefit from taking part in events and 
performance opportunities.  There will be growth in opportunities for employment through additional teaching 
opportunities in the formal education sector through Fèisgoil.  These will lead to creative opportunities for a 
wide range of people across Scotland and contribute to the nation’s distinctiveness by promoting the traditional 
arts and the Gaelic language as unique and defining assets of Scotland. 
   

																																																								
15 http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/21470/Creative-Scotland-Music-Sector-Review-v1-2.pdf (page 89) 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Guth nan Gael Scottish/Irish exchange group after performing before Irish President Michael D Higgins and Scotland First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon MSP 
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2 Summary of Plan 
 
In addition to outlining the background to the organisation, its achievements to date and the context in which it 
works, this Programme Plan for 2018-21 commits Fèisean nan Gàidheal to delivering its mission of inspiring 
young people to value our culture. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal aspires to realise its ambition of developing the creative talent of young people by 
supporting opportunities for communities across Scotland to engage with and enjoy Gaelic arts and culture, 
promoting traditional arts and Gaelic language as unique and defining assets that contribute to Scotland’s 
distinctiveness. 
 
Pursuing its ambition shall enable Fèisean nan Gàidheal to deliver a range of outcomes, particularly in relation to 
the widening of access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts, promoting work that leads to a better understanding 
and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and work inspired by, and in, the Gaelic language.  Delivering 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s outcomes will result in young people being involved in a range of creative experiences 
that enhance their talent and life skills and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts.  The outcomes will 
strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life. 
 
Working in partnership with bodies that wish to deliver similar outcomes is the only way this plan can be 
delivered.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal shall continue to be adaptive and responsive to changing priorities and shall 
ensure equality and diversity in its work, at the same time as further embracing digital technology as well as 
addressing equality and sustainability issues. 
 
Building on its track record, this Programme Plan outlines the benefits from Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work and the 
demand for its continuation, as well as the organisation’s ability to deliver.  An analysis of Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
assesses its Strengths and Weaknesses as well as the Opportunities and Threats facing the organisation. 
 
To deliver its outcomes Fèisean nan Gàidheal proposes to operate across four main areas of work: 
1. Support and Development of Fèisean 
2. Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent 
3. Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning  
4. Audience Engagement and Development  
 
For each of the above areas of work, the Programme Plan articulates the rationale, outlines the outcomes that 
will be delivered, defines a strategy and provides narrative around the detail of delivery.  
 
The Programme Plan demonstrates how the outcomes of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work will deliver measures 
within the various strategies of other bodies including the Scottish Government, Creative Scotland, Highlands & 
Islands Enterprise and Bòrd na Gàidhlig as well as key local authorities. 
 
The Programme Plan outlines the governance arrangements that are in place to oversee its delivery and details 
the management and staffing structures that will ensure delivery on a day-to-day basis.  An overview is provided 
of the networks that support wider work in the traditional arts and Gaelic language and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 
relationship with them. 
 
Budget estimates are provided for delivery of outcomes over the three-year period of the Programme Plan.  
These will be reviewed annually and amended as appropriate in the light of agreements reached with various 
funding partners and other circumstances at that time. 
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3 Mission, Ambition and Outcomes  
 
 
Mission 
A’ toirt ar dualchais do ar n-òigridh – inspiring young people to value our culture 
 
 
To fulfil this mission our ambition is to 
Develop the creative talent of young people by supporting opportunities for communities across Scotland to 
engage with and enjoy Gaelic arts and culture, promoting traditional arts and Gaelic language as unique and 
defining assets that contribute to Scotland’s distinctiveness. 
 
 
Pursuing our ambition shall enable delivery of the following outcomes 
We will: 
 Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture, in partnership with other agencies, to ensure as 

many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate. 
 Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and work 

inspired by the Gaelic language. 
 Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language. 
 Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of geographical location 

or social background. 
 Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts.  
 Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities to use 

Gaelic. 
 Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through 

employment in cultural activities. 
 Support projects that enhance community cultural development particularly, though not exclusively, in 

areas of low economic activity. 
 Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience. 
 Retain a skilled workforce that uses Gaelic in the workplace and provides strong advocacy for and leadership 

in the Gaelic arts sector. 
 Promote an authentic visitor experience supporting growth in cultural tourism. 
 Promote our work internationally and ensure Gaelic language, arts and culture contribute to Scotland’s 

distinctiveness. 
 Be adaptive and responsive to changing priorities, evaluation of our work and external research. 
 Continue to address sustainability issues in relation to our work. 

 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal expects those outcomes will be delivered through its support of local Fèisean as key 
partners.  Outcomes will also be delivered through Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s engagement in strategic work and 
delivery of contracts and services to third parties, where appropriate. 
 
Delivering our mission, ambition and outcomes, in partnership with local Fèisean and others, shall contribute 
towards the following Scottish Government National Outcomes. 
 
National Outcome Fèisean nan Gàidheal Areas of Work 

Support and 
Development 

of Fèisean 

Enhancement 
of Skills & 
Creative 
Talent 

Enhancement of 
Gaelic Arts & 

Culture in 
Education 

Audience 
Engagement 

1 We live in a Scotland that it is the most attractive place for 
doing business in Europe 

* *  * 

2 We realise our full economic potential with more and better 
employment opportunities for our people 

* * * * 

3 We are better educated, more skilled and more successful, * * *  
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renowned for our research and innovation 
4 Our young people are successful learners, confident 

individuals, effective contributors and responsible citizens 
* * * * 

5 Our children have the best chance in life and are ready to 
succeed 

* * *  

6 We live longer, healthier lives * * * * 
7 We have tackled the significant inequalities in Scottish 

society 
* * * * 

8 We have improved the life chances for children, young 
people and families at risk 

*  *  

9 We live our lives safe from crime, disorder and danger 
 

* * * * 

10 We live in well-designed, sustainable places where we are 
able to access the amenities and services we need 

*   * 

11 We have strong, resilient and supportive communities 
where people take responsibility for their own actions and 
how they affect others 

*   * 

12 We value and enjoy our built and natural environment and 
protect it and enhance it for future generations 

   * 

13 We take a pride in a strong, fair and inclusive national 
identity 

* * * * 

14 We reduce the local and global environmental impact of 
our consumption and production 

*   * 

15 Our people are able to maintain their independence as they 
get older and are able to access appropriate support when 
they need it 

   * 

16 Our public services are high quality, continually improving, 
efficient and responsive to local people’s needs 

*  * * 

 
The Scottish Government Economic Strategy identifies five challenges facing Scotland.  According to the 
economist, Steve Westbrook, in a report16 assessing the economic impact of the Fèisean, the principal ways in 
which the Fèis movement	contributes to the Government’s Economic Strategy are through: 
� Generating output of over £2.2m per year.   
� Equipping young people with the skills and practical experience to take up careers in the creative industries, 

one of Scotland’s target sectors for growth in output, productivity, and exports. 
� Increasing participation in the labour force through providing full and part time work opportunities, often in 

areas with limited employment options. 
� Improving equity across Scotland through the quality of work and tuition in remote and rural communities, 

with a relatively high impact in fragile areas within the Highlands and Islands. 
� Encouraging population retention and growth in small and remote communities through providing social 

activities (especially for young people), social and cultural interaction, and a greater understanding of the 
Gaelic and cultural heritage of people’s home areas.  Return visits by tutors, performers, and family members 
during Fèisean weeks and for related special events encourage the retention of links and future return 
migration, as evidenced in various studies. 

  
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s approach to delivering specific outcomes for a number of individual organisations are 
detailed in Section 5. 
   

																																																								
16 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/HIE-Economic-Impact-of-the-Feisean1.pdf 
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4 Programme of Work 2018-21 
 
 
Areas of Work 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will deliver a programme covering four areas of work: 
1. Support and Development of Fèisean 
2. Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent 
3. Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning 
4. Audience Engagement and Development 
 
Benefits 
According to the 2010 study Economic and Social Impacts of the Fèisean, the total employment generated by the 
Fèisean equates to around 95 FTEs contributing over £2m to the economy17.  In 2015-16 those figures rose as 
individual Fèisean spent £1.2 million and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s turnover was £1.35 million – a total of £2.21m 
with grants from Fèisean nan Gàidheal to the Fèisean removed.  This is significant when it is considered that the 
turnover of Fèis Rois (£823k in 2015-16), included in the 2010 report, has been removed from the 2015-16 figures 
since it is regularly funded separately by Creative Scotland and no longer receives funding from Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal. 
 
The Fèis Movement has successfully generated hard economic benefits for Scotland, including fragile areas 
within the Highlands and Islands and urban areas that suffer from socioeconomic deprivation.  However, the 
artistic, social and linguistic benefits are just as important for the good of the nation.  There has never been a 
time when more young people have been skilled in playing traditional music and singing traditional songs, nor 
the opportunities so plentiful. 

The Scottish Government already accepts the case for the role of government in supporting the cultural 
sector.  We actively support the case for public subsidy of the arts.  We understand that culture and heritage 
have a value in and of themselves.  

I don’t need or want the culture or heritage sector to make a new economic or social case to justify public 
support for their work.  I know what these sectors can deliver because I see it in action.  I visit hardworking 
artists and practitioners who are exploring new ways of working; and who are creating dynamic and exciting 
new ways of enjoying and sharing their work and the work of our ancestors.  They think in new ways precisely 
because they are artists. 

So, for this Government, the case has been made.             
 Fiona Hyslop MSP, Scotland Government Cabinet Secretary for Culture 

 
As indicated in Section 1, the creative industries benefit greatly from our work.  Other beneficiaries include 
accommodation providers, eating establishments, car and bus hire companies, insurance brokers, travel 
agencies and Gaelic translators, often operating in rural, more fragile areas. 
 
Demand 
Demand for the work we support remains very high: 
 Over the past two years young people taking part in the Fèisean and other arts engagement opportunities 

has averaged around 6,000 annually.  Our overall engagement with participants and audiences increased to 
over 70,000 annually and that figure rises to 325,000 when television appearances and YouTube hits are 
taken into account. 

 We have maintained numbers of young people attending individual Fèisean at a time when family incomes 
have diminished.  We have striven to ensure access and participation, through bursaries and free places, for 
those who could not afford to pay, or pay the full amount, in these difficult times. 

 Although the audience for Blas has fluctuated because of uncertainty of funding from year-to-year, it 
remains healthy and overall audience figures remain good, as do satisfaction ratings.   

 Summer Cèilidh Trails reach a very large audience, depending on the events at which they appear, providing 
an authentic visitor experience as well as training and employment for young musicians.  Cèilidh Trails have 

																																																								
17 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/HIE-Economic-Impact-of-the-Feisean1.pdf (page 28) 
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also been a vehicle for showcasing outwith Scotland the talents of the young people involved, including 
appearances at various festivals in Ireland and the annual International Shinty-Hurling matches. 

 Fèisgoil has begun to flourish with the appointment of a full-time manager and the proliferation of Gaelic 
Language Plans.  An increasing number of local authorities and public bodies have contracted Fèisgoil to 
help deliver measures within their plans. 

 We have seen increases in the number of people employed to deliver Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme 
due to additional teaching opportunities created as a result of initiatives such as Fèisgoil. 

 Our increased use of social media demonstrates the interest in our work.  Using digital media enables us to 
disseminate information to large numbers of people quickly and cheaply.  Our YouTube channel provides an 
opportunity to bring our work to a wider audience and this will expand further with the advent of FèisTV.   

 
 
Ability to deliver 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is an organisation with an excellent track record in project and programme delivery as well 
as management of substantial public funds.   
 
It was a core-funded organisation of the Scottish Arts Council, a foundation organisation of Creative Scotland 
and regularly funded by Creative Scotland between 2015 and 2018.   
 
HIE has supported Fèisean nan Gàidheal throughout those periods also, as has Bòrd na Gàidhlig since soon after 
its inception.   
 
Key local authorities such as The Highland Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and Argyll & Bute Council have also 
been very supportive.  However there is significant uncertainty over future local authority funding.   
 
An innovative and adaptive organisation, Fèisean nan Gàidheal always looks to lever funds and maximise benefit 
for funding bodies and mitigate its reliance on public funding somewhat by earning additional income.  At 
present in earns around 50% of its required funding with any surpluses generated from contract delivery used to 
support its core work.  Partnership working is essential and Fèisean nan Gàidheal will strive to maintain a mix of 
funders and partners in delivering this Programme Plan in 2018-21. 
 
More detail is given in Section 6 of our governance arrangements and staffing structure.  The following is an 
organisational SWOT analysis: 
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Strengths                                                                 S 
 

Weaknesses                                                      W 
• Clear development plans underpin the work of the 

organisation, good leverage to organisations funding 
us, contributing to Scotland’s economy 

• Ability to earn income through selling services and a 
strong record of delivering projects successfully 

• Fair pay for staff and tutors contracted by Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal 

• Low staff turnover resulting in a skilled core team with 
expertise in offering quality services  

• Sound governance and financial management in place 
with a gender balanced Board of Trustees 
representative of the Fèisean 

• Increased awareness of carbon use through the 
recording of use having been incrementally introduced 

• Innovative ways employed to support the Fèis 
infrastructure, creating opportunities for participants 

• Programme supports employment for marginally more 
women than men in rurally isolated areas 

• Programme supports Gaelic language which is used by 
a minority in Scotland 

• EDI Plan in place and approved by Creative Scotland 
• Strong volunteer involvement in local Fèisean and 

membership consulted on all major issues 
• A collaborative approach working cooperatively to 

deliver programme 
• Positive relationships with government and local 

authorities through effective advocacy and 
collaboration 

• Effective use of digital media to increase engagement 
and contribute to a sustainable environment 
 

• Geographic spread of activities can create logistical and 
environmental problems in service delivery  

• Signs of volunteer fatigue in some local Fèis committees 
could lead to decrease in activity 

• Disparate nature of Fèisean leads to communication 
difficulties in some cases 

• Travel to and from our base is relatively expensive and 
time consuming 

• Communication and public transport links are not 
always conducive to sustainable working 

• Inability to insist the Fèisean pay industry rates to tutors 
they employ due to lack of adequate funding 

• Still in early stages of collecting data to help us 
articulate fully our current EDI practice and to assist us 
in addressing gaps in provision  

• Lack of private sector investment in Fèis movement 
• Tension between striving to deliver services to Fèisean 

and delivering strategic projects to earn income 
• Tension between demonstrating inclusion and fulfilling 

the Gaelic language needs of the organisation at staff 
level 

• Disparity in demonstrating diversity and fulfilling the 
need for local Fèisean to be represented at Board level 

• Decreased level of awareness of the Fèis movement 
outwith ‘traditional’ areas 

• Slightly depleted workforce due to reductions in 
funding forcing us to make savings in order to protect 
services to the Fèisean 

Opportunities                                                 O 
 

Threats                                                                        T 
• Positive profile of the Fèis movement and its recognised 

contribution to the artistic and cultural life of Scotland 
• Overcome volunteer fatigue in local Fèis committees by 

offering additional support 
• Ability to make further contributions to Scotland’s 

economy 
• Regular funding from Creative Scotland would help 

lever funding from other partners 
• Potential to earn income by providing services to other 

organisations strengthening our resilience 
• Continuation of positive nature of gender balance 

within the organisation 
• Implementation of our EDI Action Plan  
• Extended use of digital technology to cut down cost 

and contribute to environmental sustainability 
• Ability to help deliver Time to Shine and the National 

Gaelic Language Plan and help others with 
commitments under the Gaelic Language Act 

• Brexit and Scottish independence referendum 
• Attract private sector investment  
• Foster support from MSPs and local politicians for the 

work of the Fèisean 
• Expansion and inclusion of Fèisean in ‘non-traditional’ 

Fèis areas with enhanced support 
 

• The current financial climate and reductions in funding 
affect, particularly at local authority level, the ability to 
deliver our programme, leading to possible job losses 
and diminution of economic impact 

• Effects of Brexit on public finance 
• Withdrawal of, or reduction in, funding by a significant 

partner such as Creative Scotland, HIE or Bòrd na 
Gàidhlig 

• Failure to fully support the Fèisean leading to volunteer 
fatigue and decrease in activities 

• Risk of overload and staff fatigue from attempting to 
deliver too many projects to earn income in order to 
sustain the organisation in the current financial climate 

• Some of our activities remain under-funded, leading to 
staff time being expended on additional fund-raising 
and contract delivery in order to sustain our core 
programme 

• Reductions in funding could lead to fewer opportunities 
for young people in rurally isolated areas 

• Lack of sufficient funding could mean artists not being 
paid at a level that would offer parity with other careers 
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Mairi MacLennan of Fèis Eilean an Fhraoich performing at Ceòl nam Fèis, a showcase concert as the finale to the Blas Festival.  Mairi was also one of the singers in our Fuaran project. 
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Development Area 1 SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT OF FÈISEAN 
 
 
RATIONALE 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal exists primarily to support and develop local Fèisean aiming to ensure everyone, who 
wishes to, may access and enjoy experiences in the traditional arts.  Each Fèis is different and the voluntary effort 
that goes into running them is one of the Fèis movement’s key strengths.  The geographical spread of the 
Fèisean creates challenges but also enables communities across Scotland to be transformed through cultural 
development with the opportunities afforded by the Fèisean having the ability to enhance the quality of life for 
all.  We recognise the important role arts and culture play in increasing the visibility of Gaelic and engagement 
with the language and the role Fèisean play in that. 
 
We acknowledge and value the role of volunteers and aim to make the work less onerous and more enjoyable 
for them through the provision of a range of services.  The contribution of some of Scotland’s foremost 
musicians and singers who tutor at Fèisean is highly valued and Fèisean nan Gàidheal seeks to pay a realistic 
wage for their work with us.  Through close cooperation and joint working, we wish to ensure delivery of creative 
projects.  We agree with the Time to Shine18 vision and can help ensure “all Scotland’s children and young 
people flourish and achieve in and through the arts and creativity”. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES 
 Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture, in partnership with other agencies, to ensure as 

many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate. 
 Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of geographical location 

or social background. 
 Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and work 

inspired by the Gaelic language. 
 Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language. 
 Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts.  
 Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities to use 

Gaelic. 
 Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through 

employment in cultural activities. 
 Support projects that enhance community cultural development particularly, though not exclusively, in 

areas of low economic activity. 
 Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience. 

 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable for Support and Development of Fèisean shall include: 
 

 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants Scheme for Fèisean with a 
commitment to paying tutors MU minimum rates if sufficient funding is available 

√ √ √ 

Funding for new developments through a Fèis Development Fund √ √ √ 
The continuation of strategic and practical support through a network of 
Development Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean 

√ √ √ 

Continue support for local organisers paid through Annualised Hours as part of our 
Grants Scheme for Fèisean 

√ √ √ 

Assistance for community groups wishing to establish new Fèisean  √ √ √ 
Further development of Gaelic medium Fèisean √ √ √ 
																																																								
18 http://www.creativescotland.com/resources/our-publications/plans-and-strategy-documents/national-youth-arts-strategy (page 4) 
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Regular engagement with local Fèisean through Lead Officers, an annual 
conference and regional gatherings, as appropriate 

√ √ √ 

The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean from our Musical Instrument 
Bank 

√ √ √ 

The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure protection for children and 
vulnerable adults 

√ √ √ 

Assistance with the implementation of our Gaelic Language Policy √ √ √ 
Development of policies recommended for adoption across the Fèis movement to 
ensure high quality organisation and provision of arts activities 

√ √ √ 

Dissemination of news through our website, to media contacts, social media and 
regular, digital newsletters 

√ √ √ 

Initiatives to include more young people in decision-making within Fèisean √ √ √ 
Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources  √ √ 
Digitisation of existing teaching and other resources to ensure greater access to 
them 

√   

Provision of insurance giving Fèisean cover for all aspects of their arts activities √ √ √ 
Provision of additional financial assistance, where required, to ensure access for 
those with additional support needs 

√ √ √ 

If funding allows, strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and sustain a 
year-round programme of work 

√ √ √ 

Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts √ √ √ 
Promote disciplines under-represented in the Fèisean   √ √ 
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs √ √ √ 
Support for new Gaelic song writing  √  

 

 
√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds will have an impact of when certain activities can take place. 
 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will strive to deliver the priorities set out in order to 
ensure access for as wide a range of people as possible to enjoy enriching creative experiences in the traditional 
arts.  In doing so we will promote equality, diversity and inclusion through engagement with people from a wide 
range of communities across the country, including those in areas of social and economic deprivation.  As far as 
possible, we will enable people to participate in arts activities in their own locality where that is desirable. 
 

We will continue to operate a Grants Scheme for Fèisean, focusing primarily on support for main Fèis activities 
and year-round classes.  As far as funding will allow, we will endeavour to ensure grants are sufficient to allow 
Fèisean to pay MU rates to tutors.  For many Fèisean this will represent a significant uplift in the fees they pay to 
tutors.  With a grants scheme already under pressure, it will be a challenge to deliver fully on this aim without 
additional support. 
 

Our Fèis Development Fund has been an extremely valuable mechanism for supporting innovation, with 
relatively modest sums of support from Fèisean nan Gàidheal often levering in substantial additional investment 
to local communities.  We aim to continue operating a development fund during the lifetime of this plan.  
 

With Fèis Rois funded separately from Fèisean nan Gàidheal, Fèis Spè has been supported over the past three 
years to develop within the area covered by the Cairngorm National Park.  While continued funding would be 
desirable to retain Fèis Spè’s staff complement, other Fèisean could benefit from this level of investment.  
Subject to available funding we would continue to support Fèisean to deliver an enhanced programme of work. 
 

Community groups across Scotland approach Fèisean nan Gàidheal with the aim of establishing a Fèis.  
Applications for membership are considered by the Board of Fèisean nan Gàidheal to ensure those groups fulfil 
the required criteria and to ensure they are strategically placed to meet the access and inclusion aims of Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff will continue to provide support for communities to establish new 
Fèisean which would normally be funded, initially, from our Fèis Development Fund and outside sources of 
funding.  Taking a strategic overview of where new Fèisean are established can cut down on the need for some 
young people to travel long distances to access activities, thus addressing sustainability issues. 
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We will also take a strategic view of support for Gaelic medium Fèisean, particularly where demand comes from 
communities where Gaelic medium education is available.  Involvement in Gaelic arts can contribute to 
broadening the vocabulary of young people and increasing the opportunities for use of the language outwith 
the school environment. 
 

At the core of our organisation is a dedicated team of people who support Fèisean.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s staff 
will continue to be supported by the management team to ensure Fèisean continue to benefit from one-to-one 
attention from a Lead Officer who should, ordinarily, be the first point of contact for Fèisean in their dealings 
with Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  They will be enabled to help with a range of issues such as grant form completion, 
grant compliance including assistance with disclosure checking, raising of external funding for specific projects, 
publicity for events, compliance with Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Gaelic Policy, hands-on assistance for committees 
during their Fèis, organisation of training for organisers as well as the strategic development of collections of 
Fèisean in geographical areas and more. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Musical Instrument bank is well used and demand regularly outstrips the supply of 
available instruments.  During the period of this plan, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to make instruments 
available to Fèisean fee free and allow individuals to access them with low rental charges.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
will maintain the current instruments and invest in new instruments, as capital funding allows and in line with 
demand.  Lead Officers will assist Fèisean to raise funds to establish local instrument banks. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal treats the safety and wellbeing of all people with which it works as paramount and has, for 
a number of years, offered a central PVG scheme whereby disclosure checks are done at no cost to the Fèisean.  
This will continue during the lifetime of this plan and we will ensure Fèisean are kept appraised of any changes 
to legislation that affect them and are supported to deal with them. 
 

We will offer a news service for Fèisean wishing to publicise events and will regularly release Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal news to the media.  We will produce regular, digital newsletters and make more use of social media to 
disseminate news.  We will contribute to news releases of partner organisations as appropriate. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal believes young people should be involved in decision-making within local Fèisean.  We 
recognise the challenges that exist to achieving this and will work with the Highland Youth Arts Hub and others 
on initiatives to encourage this.  We also expect that one of the legacies of involvement in the 2018 Year of 
Young People would be the involvement of more young people in devising and delivering projects. 
 

We will engage in the digitisation of teaching resources making them available in e-book formats that can be 
accessed free of charge in some cases and on a pay-to-download basis in the case of others.   New resources will 
be produced in digital formats as much as possible. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to provide insurance to all Fèisean covering their essential needs as a 
membership benefit.  This represents a considerable saving to local Fèisean and mitigates the risk of cover not 
being in place. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to offer specific funding to Fèisean to ensure young people with additional 
support needs can access the creative experiences on offer.  This will be done on a case-by-case basis in line with 
our Access Policy. 
 

Certain areas of the traditional arts remain under-represented in the Fèisean.  We will promote under-
represented disciplines to increase opportunities for Fèis participants to access experiences of them. 
 

Our archiving projects have been successful in encouraging intergenerational transmission of Gaelic at the same 
time as collecting, and making available digitally, valuable aspects of local culture that Fèisean can use into the 
future.  Building on Fuaran we will continue to encourage young people to collect, research, learn and re-record 
Gaelic songs, in particular, and make the new recordings available digitally. 
 

We intend to develop further An Taigh Òran engaging those who are renowned writers of Gaelic songs and 
pairing them with young people, and adults, to encourage more people to learn the craft of song writing and to 
experiment in a range of genres.  These new songs will be made widely available digitally.  	 	
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 2016 Gaelic Pantomime Hansel & Gretel agus Fèill Mhòr na Fuine (top image by Ewen Weatherspoon and bottom image by Donald Macleod) 
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Development Area 2 ENHANCEMENT OF SKILLS & CREATIVE TALENT 
 
 
RATIONALE 
 
We recognise the role of the Fèisean in encouraging participation in the arts and in nurturing talent.  Perhaps 
their greatest value is to the thousands of young people who have taken part in Fèis activities over 30+ years and 
who have gained additional skills as a result.  Several hundred have gone on to be outstanding musicians, 
singers or actors and now make their living through performance and/or teaching and we acknowledge the 
central role of the Fèisean in that process.  Former Fèis participants play in bands that sustain the programmes of 
festivals across the country and abroad.  Our work has had an influence on the creative, linguistic and social skills 
of the young people who participate in Fèisean19.   
 
We recognise the need to continue investing in developing the skills of those delivering our programme so that 
we can achieve the best possible outcomes for them.  We have an ability to develop the talent of young Fèis 
participants, recognise their achievements and offer pathways towards further development and study through 
cooperation with others.  We take seriously our ability to contribute towards increasing numbers of Gaelic 
speakers in Scotland through the positive policies we seek to implement. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES 
 Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and work 

inspired by the Gaelic language. 
 Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language. 
 Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts . 
 Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities to use 

Gaelic. 
 Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through 

employment in cultural activities. 
 Retain a skilled workforce that uses Gaelic in the workplace and provides strong advocacy for and leadership 

in the Gaelic arts sector. 
 Address sustainability issues in relation to our work. 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable for Enhancement of Skills & Creative Talent shall include: 
 

 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Regular training in teaching skills for tutors allowing them to progress through 
various levels and, where possible, gain accreditation 

√ √ √ 

Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure an increase in Gaelic use 
in line with the implementation of our Gaelic policy  

√ √ √ 

Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers to ensure they have the 
skills to run their events as professionally as possible 

√ √ √ 

Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and individual Fèisean √ √ √ 
Cooperative working to offer further progression to individual young people √ √ √ 
Encourage the recognition for achievements of young people through schemes 
such as the Duke of Edinburgh Awards, Arts Awards and Saltire Awards 

√ √ √ 

Utilise the talents of young people in developing and running events in particular, 
but not exclusively, during the 2018 Year of Young People and thereafter 

√   

Address disciplines under-represented in the Fèisean through specialist events 
bringing tutors and experts together to share skills and best practice 

 √ √ 

																																																								
19 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/25-Years-of-Feisean.pdf (pages 51-54) 
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Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills for young people √ √ √ 
Provision of performance skills training for young people √ √ √ 
Provision of music business skills training for young people √ √ √ 
Opportunities for artists to develop writing skills through new commissions √ √ √ 
Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment for young people in the arts 
and creativity 

√ √ √ 
 

 
√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds will have an impact of when certain activities can take place. 
 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will promote excellence in its own working practices 
and the practices of those with whom it works.  We will assist young people and adults as far as possible to 
pursue a career in the arts and creative industries if that is their wish. 
 

Regular training will be available through an annual programme.  We will explore the ability to deliver training 
digitally in all instances and make that option available where it is possible.  
 

In order to maintain a skilled workforce, Fèisean nan Gàidheal organises regular training for its staff.  This will be 
extended to other Fèisean with staff, where appropriate.  Our training programme for volunteers invests in 
people in many areas who often use the skills gained for the wider benefit of their community outwith Fèis 
activities.  Organisers will benefit from the provision of a wide range of skills training, on demand, including 
fund-raising, child protection, EDI issues, Gaelic language, first aid, governance and computer skills.   
 

While Fèisean nan Gàidheal is best placed to provide some of the training on offer, particularly for the Fèis 
organisers, we will engage external trainers as and when required in response to training needs identified.  We 
will assist with the cost of delivery of relevant training provided by external trainers.  We will explore ways in 
which the skills acquired by volunteers can be recognised more formally. 
 

Traditional music tutors within and outwith the Fèis movement will be able to develop their teaching skills 
through a new training course, which will be deliverable in Gaelic or English, covering teaching techniques, 
lesson planning, the use of Gaelic and the identification of teaching resources.  Courses will be available in a 
number of locations, cutting down as much as possible on the need for tutors to travel.  
 

We will continue to support on-going training for tutors involved in the delivery of our formal education work.  
This will include passing on best practice in teaching and the use of relevant resources in the classroom in order 
to deliver Curriculum for Excellence outcomes.  We have registered with Education Scotland to enable us to 
deliver Career Long Professional Learning (PL) for school teachers. 
 

As well as utilising the skills already available through our tutor pool, we will continue to train tutors in language 
teaching in order to meet the demand for Gaelic teaching through Fèisgoil (see Development Area 3).  This will 
involve a transfer of skills already employed in the teaching of music and ensuring tutors are sufficiently 
acquainted with existing resources, such as Ceumannan and those available for Go! Gaelic, as well as developing 
our own to suit needs. 
 

In order to fully implement our Gaelic Language Policy we will organise regular Gaelic language classes for Fèis 
tutors and relevant terminology will be available digitally on our website, and augmented, for tutors to access at 
any time.  This will also be available through a mobile app.  Gaelic language skills are also enhanced through 
some of the digitisation work we undertake, in interviewing people and then transcribing the materials 
collected.   
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal continually learns from experiences and adapts delivery to ensure the training provided is 
relevant, valuable and of high quality.  We will ensure the views of young people involved in our skills 
development are gathered and taken on board.  We invite feedback on all activities we organise and we will, 
from time to time, convene focus groups or questionnaires, mainly using digital media, to invite comment and 
feedback on activities that we are planning in order to gauge demand and ensure they meet participants’ needs. 
As a result of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s investment, many young people can now make use of their creative skills to 
generate income and we aim to provide a number of teaching and performance opportunities to allow them to 
do so.  Young people who have come through the Fèis movement as participants have long been able to return 
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as tutors.  We will encourage engagement with schemes such as the Duke of Edinburgh Awards, Arts Awards and 
Saltire Awards to recognise the achievements of young people.    
 

We will engage fully in the 2018 Year of Young People and subsequent themed year, if appropriate.  There is a 
significant opportunity to involve young people in developing and running events for 2018, building on the 
work of the Highland Youth Arts Hub and this should become a regular feature of our programme. 
 

Certain areas of the traditional arts remain under-represented in the Fèisean and, as well we will bring tutors and 
experts together to share skills and good practice in various disciplines to ensure they have confidence to teach 
them at Fèisean and in schools.  This could widen access to step dance and Gaelic drama, for example. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal commissions new work from time to time which offers the opportunity for 
experimentation.  Through the Blas Festival we aim to commission new work annually, as funding allows.  These 
commissions allow artists to develop their composition skills and are often reprised after their Blas outing, 
perhaps featuring on BBC Alba or BBC Radio nan Gàidheal and in festivals like Celtic Connections, Belladrum and 
HebCelt. 
 

Our Fèis Cèilidh Trails offer young people the opportunity to undertake training in arranging music, engaging 
with an audience, promoting events and using PA equipment before experiencing the life of a touring musician.  
This is one of several opportunities that give them the opportunity to make an informed decision about pursuing 
a career in the arts. 
 

The success of the Fèisean has resulted in study pathways in traditional music having been established including 
the BA Scottish Music Course at the RSAMD, BA Traditional Music Course at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig, BA Applied Music 
Course at UHI and the National Centre of Excellence in Traditional Music at Plockton High School.  Those 
institutions have been sustained to a great extent with the involvement of Fèis participants, either as students or 
tutors.  We will continue to work with them to ensure Fèis participants access further learning opportunities. 
  

Deputy First Minister of Scotland, John Swinney MSP, with Fèisean nan Gàidheal Gaelic Drama Summer School participants, winners of the Best Film category at FilmG 2017 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 5 Latha Gaelic-medium residential opportunity for teenagers held in Lewis 
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Development Area 3 ENHANCEMENT OF GAELIC ARTS & CULTURE IN 
CREATIVE LEARNING 

 
 
RATIONALE 
 
We recognise that we have a cohort of very skilled tutors who have successfully transferred their expertise from 
delivering in the informal sector to the formal education sector.  Fèis tutors have utilised their skills to deliver 
work in the arts and Gaelic language that ensure outcomes required of the Curriculum for Excellence, the National 
Gaelic Language Plan, wider Scottish Government initiatives and help deliver best practice as defined in the 
Statutory Guidance on Gaelic Education. 
   
We acknowledge the need for Fèisean nan Gàidheal to generate income from delivering services and over the 
past three years we have drawn a range of arts and Gaelic language based creative learning and community 
projects together into a coherent service called Fèisgoil.  This includes active participation in music, drama and 
Gaelic language within schools as well as Gaelic awareness-raising training for public bodies, among other 
initiatives.  Fèisgoil allows engagement in audience development offering local Fèisean opportunities to 
promote the work they do in complementing that being offered in schools. 
 
Above all working in schools, including special schools, offers an opportunity to include all young people in 
participation in language and culture regardless of their ethnic background, ability to afford lessons, learning 
capabilities or existing level of creative talent, no matter where they live. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES 
 Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture in partnership with other agencies to ensure as 

many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate. 
 Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and work 

inspired by the Gaelic language. 
 Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language. 
 Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of ability, geographical 

location or social background. 
 Enhance the creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts. 
 Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities to use 

Gaelic. 
 Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through 

employment in cultural activities. 
 Promote equality and diversity in our work. 
 Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience. 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable for Enhancement of Gaelic Arts & Culture in Creative Learning shall include: 
 
	 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21	

Continued promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering opportunities for 
active participation in creative learning across a number of art forms 

√ √ √ 

Traditional Music classes in schools though the Youth Music Initiative (YMI) and 
other programmes such as Mòd Academies 

√ √ √ 

Establishment of Beairteas – a scheme to match Gaelic speakers with schools and 
community groups to enrich language and cultural experiences 

√ √ √ 

Residential opportunities for community activities delivered in Gaelic √ √ √ 
Blasad Gàidhlig – programmes for schools requiring an introduction to Gaelic √ √ √ 
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language and public bodies requiring Gaelic awareness training 
Professional learning opportunities in Gaelic arts and culture for school teachers 
and Fèisgoil tutors 

* * * 

Gaelic medium drama workshop and performance programmes with Meanbh-
Chuileag 

√ √ √ 

Gaelic related drama workshop and performance programmes through a new 
initiative for learners of Gaelic or those with no current engagement 

 √ √ 

Promoting active participation for early years groups through Hùb Hàb * * * 
Provision of Gaelic commentary for Gaelic medium pupils visiting places of 
interest on school trips 

* * * 

Gaelic language support work at Fèisean with Sgioba-G to ensure engagement 
of more young people in Gaelic language 

√ √ √ 

Support for other Gaelic medium artforms and activities that could be delivered 
in schools through the Fèisgoil service 

* * * 

Mini-Fèisean in schools and communities to ensure knowledge of and 
participation in Gaelic culture 

√ √ √ 

Experimentation in creative work not currently available in Gaelic * * * 
Music, song and drama delivered through the medium of Gaelic in schools where 
Gaelic is taught 

√ √ √ 

Gaelic song and Gaelic-related drama delivered in schools where Gaelic is not 
taught to ensure children gain a knowledge of Gaelic language and culture 

√ √ √ 

Assistance with creative writing through drama work and bespoke courses √ √ √ 
Simultaneous interpretation (Gaelic to English) at meetings and events √ √ √ 
Gaelic proof-reading * * * 
Simple graphic design for Gaelic flyers and posters to help bodies and individuals 
ensure Gaelic use and visibility 

√ √ √ 

Tours in Gaelic of historical and heritage sites across Scotland * * * 
√ Very likely to attract contracts * As and when contracts are tendered or funding becomes available 

 

 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue its effective partnerships with other 
bodies and agencies to generate income by delivering contracts for them through our Fèisgoil service.  Any 
surplus from delivering contracts is reinvested in Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s core work of supporting the Fèisean.   
 

Fèisgoil was established in response to a number of opportunities created by Scottish Government initiatives as 
well as priorities set out in Creative Scotland’s 10-Year Plan, the National Gaelic Language Plan and the plans of 
local authorities and public bodies developed under the Gaelic Language (Scotland) Act 2005. 
 

The work of Fèisgoil has developed greatly over the past two years following the appointment of a Fèisgoil 
Manager.  We aim to continue building relationships with public bodies and other agencies to assist them in the 
provision of high quality public services that will contribute to delivering shared outcomes. 
 

Fèisgoil provides additional employment opportunities for Fèis tutors, enhancing their income and developing 
their teaching skills.  Students planning to be teachers benefit greatly for the hands on experience of time spent 
in the classroom as well as the preparation for Fèisgoil work.  
 

Fèisgoil offers local authorities a valuable service that helps deliver the active participation of pupils in creative 
work in schools and Gaelic language for learners contributing towards outcomes expected of the Curriculum for 
Excellence relating to Expressive Arts, Health & Well-being and Literacy & Gàidhlig.  The service also assists local 
authorities and public bodies deliver commitments in their Gaelic Language Plans and can contribute to the best 
practice outlined in the Statutory Guidance on Gaelic Education.  We also work with An Comunn Gàidhealach and 
local authorities to prepare children for participation in local and national mòds. 
 

We will establish a new intergenerational programme - Beairteas (richness) - to match community-based fluent 
Gaelic speakers with schools.  Their richness of language, specialist knowledge of Gaelic culture and many other 
subjects about which they could speak in Gaelic, would provide a valuable resource for pupils.  Some Gaelic 
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speakers feel disenfranchised from developments in the language and the aim of Beairteas will be to appreciate 
their considerable abilities and engage them in enriching pupils’ language skills and knowledge of Gaelic 
culture. 
 

Fèisgoil will continue to contribute to Creative Scotland’s commitment to increasing opportunities for everyone 
to extend their understanding of themselves through engagement with the arts and creative industries.  It will 
help deliver the Time to Shine vision of ensuring that “all Scotland’s children and young people flourish and 
achieve in and through the arts and creativity”. 
 

One of the significant features of working with young people in schools is the opportunity it offers to include 
everyone in creative activity regardless of ethnic origins, social backgrounds, creative skills, learning capabilities 
or geographical location.  For example, Fèisean nan Gàidheal has a contract with The Highland Council to deliver 
traditional music classes in all its primary schools through the YMI as well as for Renfrewshire Council.  YMI work 
provides good quality, regular, progressive and participative educational experiences in traditional music for all 
pupils in a class.  It reaches large numbers and includes everyone.  Local Fèisean are very much involved in this 
delivery and use the opportunities afforded by access to school pupils to promote their own work as well as 
fostering good relationships with the schools from which their Fèis participants are drawn.   
 

While reductions in YMI funding will have an impact on how much traditional music we can deliver in schools, 
we will strive to deliver as much as we can with the funding available to continue engaging as many young 
people as possible in learning about, and participating in, Scottish culture. 
 

The Blas education programme brings quality artists into schools, either for performances that help build future 
audiences, or for workshops that give pupils a participative experience.  In partnership with bodies such as Live 
Music NOW and Music in Hospitals, this work extends to hospitals and care homes.   
 

Our Meanbh-Chuileag theatre-in-education company will provide school pupils with a valuable Gaelic medium 
drama experience in a flexible learning environment, encouraging participation.  Consultation will take place on 
the subject matter of the works produced. In the past they have tackled social issues, complementing the work 
being done in schools, while at other times they deal with elements of traditional Gaelic culture.  In the case of 
school-based drama festivals in Argyll, Lochaber and the Western Isles, young people participate fully and 
produce their own plays for performance.  The annual Gaelic pantomime toured by Meanbh-Chuileag 
encourages a high level of active participation on the part of pupils. 
 

We are also mindful of the need to engage young people who are not in Gaelic medium education and drama is 
a powerful tool in educating young people who are learning Gaelic, or those who have never experienced it, to 
engage with this rich element of Scotland’s culture.  During 2019-20 we will embark on a new Theatre in 
Education initiative for young people not in Gaelic medium education. 
 

Our Hùb Hàb early years initiative creates work including music, Gaelic song, drama and puppetry that 
encourages a high level of active participation by children with and without Gaelic language skills. 
 

Our annual Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma and 5 Latha residential events will continue to provide almost unique 
opportunities for young people to actively engage in creativity, exploring Gaelic arts alongside community 
activities, delivered entirely in Gaelic.  These events are deliberately held in rural areas to enable young people to 
experience first-hand and appreciate the positive and, sometimes, not so positive aspects of living in sparsely 
populated areas. 
! Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s early years group, Hùb Hàb 

 

Annual Meanbh-Fhèis organised by Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s for Portree High School 
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Waiting to perform in Ceòl nam Fèis at Celtic Connections 
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Development Area 4 AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT  
 
 
RATIONALE 
 
We recognise the resource we have to ensure local residents and visitors can experience Gaelic arts and cultural 
events that promote Scotland’s distinctiveness.  We acknowledge the benefits performance opportunities can 
bring in developing the skills of young people, promoting excellence and offering opportunities to experiment.  
We value and support events that enhance community cultural development, grow audience, contributing to 
the economy and social cohesion.  We believe that people should not have to travel to centres of population to 
access excellent events as the norm and that events in small communities can be more environmentally 
sustainable.   
 
 
 
OUTCOMES 
 Widen access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts and culture in partnership with other agencies to ensure as 

many people as possible from diverse backgrounds can participate. 
 Promote work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s national traditional arts 

and work inspired by the Gaelic language. 
 Attract people to Gaelic and offer opportunities to learn, use and develop the language. 
 Support young people to be involved in a range of creative experiences regardless of geographical location 

or social background. 
 Enhance creative talent and life skills of young people and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts. 
 Strengthen community confidence and improve quality of life through creativity and opportunities to use 

Gaelic. 
 Maximise the economic benefits of our work supporting population retention and growth through 

employment in cultural activities. 
 Support projects that enhance community cultural development particularly, though not exclusively, in 

areas of low economic activity. 
 Promote an authentic visitor experience supporting growth in cultural tourism. 
 Promote our work internationally and ensure Gaelic language, arts and culture contribute to Scotland’s 

distinctiveness. 
 Utilise digital technology to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed audience. 
 Address sustainability issues in relation to our work. 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable for Audience Development and Engagement shall include: 
 

 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21	

Continuation of support for local Fèis performances √	 √	 √	
Continuation of support for summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails √	 √	 √	
Organisation and development of the annual Blas Festival including a new 
commission and potential expansion into additional areas 

√	 √	 √	

An annual Gaelic Drama Summer School √	 √	 √	
Residential opportunities for arts and community activities delivered in Gaelic √	 √	 √	
Promoting Fèis participation in national events and themed years with a special 
event, or series of events, developed for the 2018 Year of Young People 

√	 √	 √	

Participating in showcasing opportunities in Scotland and abroad as and when 
opportunities arise or can be created 

√	 √	 √	

Building audiences through a range of events and keeping in touch with them in 
a variety of ways 

√ √ √ 

Launch downloadable app that will promote events and be a Gaelic learning tool    
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Ensuring our work is available to as wide and diverse an audience through 
various media, in particular FèisTV 

√	 √	 √	

Continued operation of Tasgadh – the traditional arts small grants programme  √ √ √ 
 

 

√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds will have an impact of when certain activities can take place. 

 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to support Fèisean to provide 
opportunities for young people to access participation in traditional music, Gaelic song, traditional dance and 
Gaelic drama.  Although tuition is the focus of the Fèisean, they also provide performance opportunities - 
valuable for confidence building, visibility and wider community participation - through the concerts they 
organise. 
 

Summer Cèilidh Trails provide good quality performance experiences and employment for young musicians as 
well as entertainment for tourist audiences and a good proportion of local residents.  There are currently 8 local 
Fèis Cèilidh Trails supported by Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  We will continue to support these and establish others as 
demand grows, if finance allows.   
 

The Blas Festival has been a very successful partnership between The Highland Council and Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal offering an authentic taste of the Highlands to locals and visitors alike.  It is established as a pivotal 
event in the Scottish cultural calendar.  Around 55% of the Blas audience comes from the Highlands, with 27% 
from the rest of Scotland and 18% from outside Scotland.  Events broadcast on BBC Alba enabled our culture, 
language, heritage and environment to be showcased across the world.  
 

The Blas Schools and Communities Programme offers work featuring some of the artistes appearing at Blas and 
affords Fèisean nan Gàidheal the opportunity to work with a range of other organisations such as Music in 
Hospitals, Live Music Now, the National Theatre of Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage, Comhairle nan 
Leabhraichean, LearnGaelic and MG ALBA among others. 
 

As with all Fèisean nan Gàidheal projects, Gaelic language and youth are to the fore in all events, making Blas a 
truly unique festival both within Scotland and internationally.   Blas makes a virtue of bringing high quality 
productions to small venues across the Highlands as well as utilising larger venues that form part of Scotland’s 
arts infrastructure.  The events feature production values not normally accessible to, or affordable for, promoters 
in small communities.  Bringing quality events to small communities removes the need for people to travel to 
events in large centres of population reducing the environmental impact of such travel and addressing issues of 
equality of provision. 
 

Local authority funding reductions, however, mean there is a fairly significant risk that that The Highland Council 
may reduce, or withdraw altogether, its funding for Blas.  While this would be a blow, it may provide an 
opportunity for Fèisean nan Gàidheal to take full ownership of the brand and continue to use Blas as a showcase 
for the Fèis movement, bringing in guests that inspire participants according to their wishes.  There is significant 
interest in Blas widening its geographical reach and this is something we shall consider in consultation with 
partners.  While we will be mindful of the effects Brexit may have on groups and individual artists from other 
countries taking part, as well as on the international audience, we will aim to increase its audience by exploring 
ways for a more diverse range of people to access some of the live events digitally through our FèisTV service. 
 

Our Gaelic Drama Summer School provides young adults with the opportunity to engage in an intensive creative 
experience over two weeks.  They are taught to express themselves and communicate in different ways, are 
involved in creative writing, film-making, technical skills and a final performance in front of an audience.  We will 
continue to provide a Gaelic Drama Summer School and ensure that numbers of young people engaged in 
Gaelic drama grow over the period of this plan.   
 

Our 5 Latha Gaelic medium residential event in Lewis each year, which has experienced high demand, provides a 
unique opportunity for young people to engage in creativity, exploring Gaelic song and traditional music 
alongside community work such as crofting, fishing, cooking and weaving.  This augments the Gaelic vocabulary 
of participants through intergenerational transmission.  We will continue to organise the event in Lewis on an 
annual basis and explore the possibility of similar events in other Gaelic communities. 
 

We keep in touch with alumni and participants and offer them further opportunities as available.  We 
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communicate regularly with Fèis contacts and committee members and rely on them to communicate with their 
participants.  We use online solutions such as Mailchimp and social media such as Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram, as well as data harvested from tickets sales, to communicate more widely with audiences.   
 

More work is required to build our audience and continue to communicate with them.  We will be launching an 
app, which will be a free download, publicising all events run and supported by Fèisean nan Gàidheal with the 
ability for people to buy tickets directly. In addition it will offer an introduction to Gaelic through words and 
phrases connected with our work, which can be used by participants, tutors and audience members. 
 

In the past, Fèisean nan Gàidheal has been involved in the various themed years, national and international 
showcase events such as the commissioning of new music – Dealbh Dùthcha - and the creation of an ensemble 
of around 30 young musicians who were Scotland’s only representatives in the 2008 Liverpool European Capital 
of Culture celebrations.  We organised participation in the 2014 Commonwealth Games Cultural Programme. 
 

There is an opportunity with the 2018 Year of Young People to produce a special event, or series of events, to 
involve young Fèis participants, possibly along with others in a celebration of traditional arts.  We will explore 
this with EventScotland with a view to perhaps producing a signature event for 2018. 
   
Our young people regularly provide music at annual international shinty-hurling final between Scotland and 
Ireland and several Fèisean have exchanges with groups in Ireland, Australia and Canada.  Our Fuaran singers 
have taken part in Celtic Colours in Nova Scotia and we would hope to build on the relationship with the festival. 
 

Several Fèisean have ongoing international exchanges with similar groups in other countries.   We would 
continue to encourage and support such links and will keep a close eye on the effect of the UK’s withdrawal from 
the EU may have on funding and free movement of people that enable some of those visits. 
 

From time to time Fèisean nan Gàidheal has organised showcase concerts to promote the work we do and to 
give young people an opportunity to perform in professional venues with high production values.  We will 
provide showcase opportunities for Fèis participants, at our own hand and in cooperation with others, in 
Scotland and abroad as opportunities arise.  These will be produced with the best quality production values 
ensuring a positive experience for performers and audience. 
 

The BBC and others have broadcast several strands of our work on television and radio.  Our work must be of 
high quality to enable programme makers to maintain production standards.  We will work with BBC Alba on 
opportunities to provide content for programming and with other media to ensure our work reaches a wide 
audience and is available digitally, both as a record of achievement and for the public to continue to enjoy.  
Through FèisTV we expect to broadcast regular events and charge, where appropriate, for people to view. 
 

If funding remains available we will continue to run Tasgadh, an open Traditional Arts Small Grants Programme 
allowing organisations and individuals to access small grants for projects against agreed criteria.   Tasgadh has 
been successful and has produced good leverage with the funding available.  In order to ensure transparency we 
engaged a panel of specialists to assess applications and make decisions on awards.  We maintain, and publish, a 
register of their interests to give applicants confidence that their bids are dealt with impartially.  We publish 
details of all successful applications and include some case studies on our website promoting access and 
participation in a wide range of communities and projects. 
!

!
!! !

Fèis Cèilidh Trail groups and Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma participants prior to joint performance 
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5 What our programme delivers   
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Programme of Work will help deliver measures and outcomes for a number of 
organisations.  Relevant areas of the work we can help deliver for the bodies with which we already have a close 
working partnership are shown in this table.  These are additional to our contribution to delivery of the Scottish 
Government’s National Outcomes, in Section 3, which we all work to deliver. 
 
Organisation and Area of Work Fèisean nan Gàidheal Development Area 

Support and 
Development of 

Fèisean 

Enhancement of 
Skills & Creative 

Talent 
 

Enhancement of 
Gaelic Arts & 

Culture in 
Education 

Audience 
Engagement 

Creative Scotland Ambition 
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, screen and 
creative industries is recognised and valued 

* * * * 

Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and creative experiences * * * * 
Places and quality of life are transformed through imagination, 
ambition and an understanding of the potential of creativity 

* * * * 

Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled and connected 
leadership and workforce 

* * * * 

Scotland is a distinctive creative nation connected to the world * * * * 
Creative Scotland Connecting Themes 
Creative learning: We want to encourage organisations including 
ourselves, to be responsive, adaptive and continually learn. 

* * * * 

Equalities and diversity: Equalities and diversity are integral to all 
of our work and essential to delivering quality in the arts, screen 
and creative industries. 

* * * * 

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting opportunities for 
creativity, society and the economy in Scotland 

* * * * 

Environment: We want to ensure that we work in as sustainable a 
manner as possible and that the arts, screen and creative 
industries in Scotland do the same. 

* * * * 

HIE Operational Plan and Ambitious for Culture Policy 
OP: By 2020, we aim to see a Highlands and Islands that is 
characterised by dynamic, sustainable communities and an 
attractive region for young people 

* * * * 

OP: In partnership with Creative Scotland, we will expand the 
reach of our Collaborative Creative Communities programme 
which will ensure the benefits reach every area of our region. 

* * * * 

OP: We will work with organisations to enhance the resilience of 
our cultural social enterprises through facilitating support 
networks for developing cultural enterprises, actively 
strengthening the sector 

* * * * 

OP: Use the findings of Gaelic research to maximise the economic 
and social benefits of this distinctive regional asset 

* * * * 

AfC: Influence and lead multi-agency partnerships to pro-actively 
take forward prioritised initiatives 

* * * * 

AfC: Support businesses and social enterprises committed to 
sustainable growth within related sectors through access to 
support, products and account management 

* * * * 

AfC: Strengthen communities, enabling cultural activities and 
sustainable projects which bring about community capacity 
building, as part of medium and long-term plans to accelerate 
community cultural development 

* * * * 

National Gaelic Language Plan 2017-22 
Promoting Gaelic * * * * 
Learning Gaelic * * * * 
Using Gaelic * * *  
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The Highland Council Single Outcome Agreement and Gaelic Language Plan 
SOA: Create and support initiatives which strengthen the status 
and profile of Gaelic within general economic development, the 
creative industries and tourism in the Highlands; and work to 
develop strategies for Gaelic-related employment 

* * * * 

GLP: We will provide language acquisition support in the home 
and community for pupils in Gaelic Medium Education 

  * * 

GLP: We will increase the profile and build the use of Gaelic within 
Council funded organisations and events within the Highlands 

* * * * 

GLP: We will develop opportunities for people to engage with 
Gaelic through the media, arts and creative industries. 

* * * * 

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar Single Outcome Agreement and Gaelic Language Plan 
SOA: Provision and promotion of Gaelic medium education for 
primary children 

*  *  

GLP: Ensure that most young people will have an active 
involvement in Gaelic culture and the arts 

* * * * 

GLP: Continue to provide Gaelic learning opportunities, resources 
and information in communities 

* * * * 

GLP: Continue to promote and support Gaelic medium arts activity 
in the Isles 

*  * * 

GLP: Support and develop Traditional Cultural Activity * * * * 
Argyll & Bute Council Single Outcome Agreement and Gaelic Language Plan 
SOA: In Argyll and Bute the economy is diverse and thriving * * * * 
SOA: People live in safer and stronger communities *   * 
GLP:  Increase number of Fèisean events held in Argyll and Bute * *  * 
GLP:  Increase number participating in Fèisean events * *  * 
GLP:  Increase number attending Fèisean events * *  * 

* Indicates where Fèisean nan Gàidheal and/or local Fèisean have a role in delivery 
OP   = Operating 

Plan 
AfC   = Ambitious 

for Culture 

 SOA   = Single 
Outcome 
Agreement 

GLP   =  Gaelic 
Language 
Plan 

	
		 	

The Blas Festival picks up the award for Best Event at 2015 Daily Record & Bòrd na Gàidhlig Gaelic Awards 
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Learning the whistle at Fèis Òigridh Ìle agus Dhiùra 
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6 Governance and Staffing 
 
The Board of Trustees 
A review of the function, appositeness and efficacy of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board was successfully concluded 
in January 2013 with changes to election procedures instituted at that time. 
 

Members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board are selected through an open process of nomination and election that 
ensures Fèis representatives continue to have overall responsibility for the organisation’s strategic direction.  The 
Board reflects the community it serves and has the power to co-opt two additional members should specific 
skills be required.  In order to encourage new members to stand for election, we organise ‘come and try’ sessions 
where prospective Board members take part in an induction session before participating in a meeting to see 
how they operate and the kinds of issues they are expected to deal with. 
 

The Board of Trustees normally meets four times annually.  Board papers are produced in a digital format only 
and members utilise iPads to access them at meetings.  This eradicates the cost, financially and environmentally, 
of producing and distributing papers and their distribution is instant. 
 

Observers from key funding organisations, namely Creative Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise, Comhairle 
nan Eilean Siar and The Highland Council are entitled to attend Board meetings. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates a wholly owned subsidiary, Blas Festival Ltd, the Board of which consists of three 
nominees of Fèisean nan Gàidheal who are not Trustees of the parent body.  Separate accounts are kept for Blas 
Festival Ltd, which is VAT-registered, and consolidated audited accounts are produced for the activities of it and 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal. 
 

At their first meeting newly-elected Board members undergo an induction workshop outlining the principles of 
corporate responsibility, their role as directors of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and trustees of a charity as well as a 
comprehensive overview of the organisation’s programme. 
 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal strives to ensure excellent management of resources to the maximum benefit of the Fèis 
movement and those who invest in it.  We have agreed a range of policies, procedures and guidance documents 
that promote good governance within the organisation and ensure the people we work with, and who work for 
us, are protected.  These are as follows and all are available on the Fèisean nan Gàidheal website: 
 

Access Policy IT Use Policy 
Anti-bribery Policy Lone Workers Policy 
Annualised Hours Guidelines Manual Handling Policy 
Business Continuity Plan Risk Assessment Guidelines for Fèisean 
Child Protection Policy & Procedures Risk Management Policy 
Data Protection Policy Staff Handbook 
Environmental Policy Staff Training and Development Policy 
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan Stress Management Policy 
Financial Procedures Policy Travel Policy 
Gaelic Policy Whistleblowing Policy 
Health and Safety Policy  

 

A Risk Register is maintained with the assessment and management of risks undertaken by staff on a day-to-day 
basis.  The Board acknowledges its responsibility for overall risk, maintains a regular overview of risks and 
receives an annual report on the highest risks and the ways in which these are mitigated.  Risk management is 
taken very seriously by management and is a consideration in everything they do. 
 

Quarterly management accounts are available to the Board and funders allowing them to ensure that income 
and expenditure is on-track for each period.  The management accounts are scrutinised by our external auditors 
which gives trustees, and funders, added comfort as to their accuracy, as well as adequate time to deal with any 
problems should they arise. 
 

We have devised a quarterly reporting model that outlines progress against the deliverables set against 
measures within Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s own plan and the agreements in place with all our main funders.  All 
funders receive these quarterly reports as well as copies of all papers for meetings of the Board of Trustees.   
In working with a budget of around £1.4m annually over the past decade, with funding from multiple sources, 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal has demonstrated sound financial management.  It has regularly operated with a small 
annual surplus.  It has managed, over the past three years, to build up and maintain a reserve sufficient to sustain 
the organisation for 3 months in the event of withdrawal of funding to the extent that would necessitate the 
organisation closing down and redundancy settlements having to be met.  
 

The organisation has dealt timeously with new pension regulations and has at all times remained fully up to date 
with returns to Companies House and OSCR.  It has no history of arrears in PAYE or VAT due to HMRC.  A routine 
VAT inspection in April 2014 was concluded successfully with no action required. 
 

All Board papers are published on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website and we publish a full Annual Report which is 
made available to the public on our website along with our full Audited Accounts.  
 

Mindful of the impact continued reductions in public finances may have on the future work of Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal as well as the potential effects of Brexit and other political change, we are aware of the need to be more 
resilient as an organisation.  During the early part of this plan’s implementation trustees will be asked to consider 
the establishment of a fund - Urras nam Fèis – to be run independently of Fèisean nan Gàidheal, with its own 
board of trustees.  It would be the role of the trust to attract private investment which, if successful, could be 
utilised in the longer term to help ensure Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s financial stability. 
 
Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is committed to equality and diversity across the organisation and among its member 
Fèisean.  Inclusion has been a hallmark of the Fèis movement.  Our board and staff demonstrate gender equality 
and engagement in the work of the Fèisean includes people from communities across Scotland, of all ages and 
social backgrounds, with a larger proportion of women than men running local Fèisean.  Within our tutor cohort 
there are marginally more women than men. 
 

Although not a minority in a legal sense, Gaelic speakers are nonetheless a minoritised community within 
Scotland.  All our work aspires to give the Gaelic language parity of treatment, and equal respect, with English, 
leading to a better understanding of the language, appreciation of the need to support it and engender positive 
attitudes towards the language and its users.  Most public bodies in Scotland have a statutory requirement to 
support and promote Gaelic and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work helps the bodies with which it works demonstrate, 
in part at least, delivery of that commitment. 
 

While we try and ensure equality, diversity and inclusion is integral to our work, and demonstrated in our 
working practices, we have also been engaged in delivering a separate EDI Action Plan with a range of measures 
designed to further embed EDI good practice and raise awareness among those with whom we work.  Our 
Access Policy goes into further detail about our commitment to other areas of equality.  We have a specific fund 
in place, for example, to cover any additional costs in employing carers to accompany young people with 
disabilities, or additional needs, to ensure access to creative work on an equal basis to everyone else. 
 
Staffing 
In addition to the leadership provided by the Trustees, key to delivering this plan will be the retention of a skilled 
and diverse workforce and utilisation of the tutors who work for us on a freelance basis.    
 

We value very highly the contribution of some of Scotland’s foremost musicians, singers, dancers and drama 
practitioners who tutor at Fèisean and we pay a realistic wage for their work with us.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
ensures tutors are paid at least MU rates for their work directly for us.  Funding available between 2015 and 2018 
did not allow us to insist that Fèisean did the same.  We would like to rectify this as we recognise there is a risk 
that, without adequate pay, we may lose some tutors.  The alternative would be to seriously curtail the 
participation opportunities available in order to accommodate equality in pay within current funding levels. 
 

Although they cover the whole of Scotland, all our officers except one are based in the Highlands & Islands, 
retaining jobs in the region.  All are paid in excess of the Scottish Living Wage.  Our team take seriously their 
responsibility to serve all the Fèisean.  This has to be balanced with issues of cost in travelling widely across 
Scotland as well as carbon emissions.  Travel is limited in instances where an alternative, digital method of 
meeting exists, e.g. phone or video conferencing.   
 

While Fèisean nan Gàidheal has a commitment to operate in an environmentally sustainable manner, it has to be 
acknowledged that the practice is somewhat frustrated by the quality of communications available to some of 
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our members and us.  Many are based in remote areas with poor mobile phone or broadband connections.  3G 
or 4G mobile connectivity, or superfast broadband, remains an unrealistic prospect for some.  The same is true of 
public transport in rural areas the quality and quantity of which often necessitates travel by car where an 
alternative form of transport might be more efficient and environmentally friendly. 
 

As with all areas of our operation, our staff complement must always remain under review to ensure we have a 
staffing structure in place that can deliver the outcomes expected of this plan.  We must also be ready to adapt 
to change and alter our staffing structure appropriately, in light of feedback, research, changes in funding or 
priorities in order to ensure delivery of our programme as fully as possible.  The staffing structure at the start of 
the delivery of this plan, along with an outline of individuals’ areas of responsibility, is shown in the following 
diagram.  While we encourage Fèisean to use their Lead Officer from our development team as the first point of 
contact with Fèisean nan Gàidheal we recognise, for various reasons, this may not always be practical.  The 
structure reflects the access points available to the Fèisean. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Networks and Advocacy 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s staff will continue to maintain good relationships with Creative Scotland, Highlands & 
Islands Enterprise, Bòrd na Gàidhlig and a growing number of local authorities.   
 

At a strategic level we will engage with the Traditional Music Forum, Creative Scotland’s Traditional Arts Advisory 
Group, the Music Education Partnership Group, the Highland Youth Music Forum, Gaelic Drama Network, An 
Comunn Gàidhealach and Voluntary Arts Scotland.  We will participate in Arts & Business events, the Gaelic Arts 
Forum and continue as a partner in the work of the Highland Youth Arts Hub and its constituent partners.  We 
will maintain relationships with other delivery organisations including Music in Hospitals, Live Music NOW, 
Theatre Gu Leòr, the National Theatre of Scotland, as well as others, in delivering mutually beneficial 
programmes of work. 
 

Within the context of those structures and outwith, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s team will continue to work as 
advocates for the traditional arts and Gaelic language and collaborate with others to widen access to, and 
understanding of, the sector.!  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Board of Directors 
10 elected Fèis Representatives 

Observers from CS, HIE, THC & CnES 
4 Chief Officers 

 

Chief Executive 
Strategy; Planning; Major funding applications; Contract 

negotiation and management; Advocacy; Accountability for all 
work and implementation of policies; Risk Management; 

External Contracts and Contractors (e.g. YMI & Blas); Line 
Management of Development Manager, Fèisgoil Manager & 

Executive Manager 
 

Development Manager 
Head of Development 

Project Development, Management & Funding Applications; 5 Latha; 
Line Management of Development Team 

Executive Manager 
Deputy Chief Officer; Head of Finance & Admin 

Grants; HR; Recruitment; Staff Compliance & Monitoring 
Board & Executive Meetings; Corporate Events 

Business Officer 
General Administration 
Musical Instruments 

Resources 
Financial Processing  

Fèis Information  
Database upkeep 

Press & PR; Website 
Newsletters 

 

Child 
Protection 

Disclosure Checking; Keeping abreast of 
new developments with Disclosure 
Scotland and advising other staff 

appropriately; Secure data storage 

Gaelic Development 
Meanbh-Chuileag 

Early Years 
Other Drama Work 

G-Team 
Gaelic Policy Implementation 

Fèisgoil Delivery 

Development Team 
Lead Officers for Fèisean; Fèis Project 

Developers; Liaison with Fèisean and with 
Annualised Hours Workers; Attendance at 

Fèisean and meetings; Support for 
Annualised Hours Workers; Publicity; 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal Grants Compliance 
 
 

Fèis Administrators 
and other Fèis Staff 

Local Fèis administrators paid through 
Annualised Hours Grants Scheme and 

other staff, e.g. Fèis Rois, Fèis Spè 

Fèisean 
Corporate Members 

 

Fèisgoil Manager 
Head of Education Development 

YMI Contracts; YMI Tutor Training & INSET; 
Resources; Liaison with Providers; 

Development and delivery of Fèisgoil Service 
 

Contractor 
Blas Organiser 

 

Blas 
Action 
Group 

Responsibility for 
Blas Programme 

  

Blas Festival Ltd 
3 x Fèisean nan Gàidheal reps 

 

Fèisean can access services/assistance directly from
 all round this red line 

Fèisean can access services/assistance directly from all round this red line 
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7 Budget projections 2018-21 
 
In preparing budgets for the years 2018-21 we have endeavoured to be as realistic as possible balancing the 
current financial climate with the needs of the organisation and its ambition to deliver this plan as fully as 
possible.  Partnership funding, particularly from local authorities, may be challenging over the next few years 
and we do not know, as yet, what the effects might be of Brexit.  We have estimated, as best we can, the levels of 
funding that may be available from other sources.  Reductions in YMI funding will have an effect on our Fèisgoil 
activities.  We are mindful of the staffing required to deliver our ambitious programme.  Our budgets also reflect 
the need to pay tutors industry standard rates of pay and, through our Grants Scheme for Fèisean, enable 
member Fèisean to do likewise. 
 
INCOME 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 
Core Grants £418,352 £430,752 £433,752 
Management Fees £105,500 £86,300 £82,600 
Grants Scheme £283,900 £283,900 £283,900 
Fèis Development Fund £50,000 £22,500 £22,500 
Annualised Hours £22,500 £15,000 £15,000 
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme £35,000 £35,000 £35,000 
Training £17,500 £17,500 £17,500 
Fèisgoil £252,000 £262,500 £270,000 
Blas Festival £279,000 £179,500 £181,500 
Other Earned Income £17,300 £17,800 £18,300 
Support Cèilidh Trails £72,500 £72,500 £72,500 
Gaelic Residential Events £39,000 £39,000 £38,000 
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations £21,000 £20,000 £24,000 
Showcase and International Opportunities £14,000 £14,000 £14,000 
Resources and Digitisation Programme £10,400 £15,500 £14,000 
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter £1,000 £1,000 £1,000 
FèisTV £8,000 £7,900 £7,800 
Income still to be raised £748 £13,939 £8,001 
TOTAL INCOME £1,647,700 £1,569,591 £1,582,853 
    
EXPENDITURE    
RUNNING COSTS    
Staff Salaries £330,000 £334,950 £339,974 
NIC Contributions £42,900 £43,543 £44,197 
Pension Contributions £16,500 £16,748 £16,999 
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence £22,000 £22,500 £23,000 
Office Rent & Rates £29,000 £30,000 £31,000 
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers £13,000 £13,000 £13,000 
Utilities and Communications £14,000 £14,300 £14,600 
Board Expenses £5,000 £5,000 £5,000 
PVG Service £10,000 £10,000 £10,000 
Insurance £7,500 £7,550 £7,600 
Sundry Expenses £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 
Accountancy & Bank Charges £7,000 £7,200 £7,400 
Professional Fees £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 
Instrument Bank Maintenance £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 
Additional Support Needs £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 
Capital Expenses  £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 
PROGRAMME COSTS    
Grants to Fèisean £283,900 £281,900 £279,900 
Annualised Hours £22,500 £22,500 £22,500 
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Fèis Development Fund £50,000 £50,000 £50,000 
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme £35,000 £35,000 £35,000 
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme Management Fee -£3,500 -£3,500 -£3,500 
Training Programme £17,500 £17,500 £17,500 
Training Programme Management Fee -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Fèisgoil £252,000 £262,500 £270,000 
Fèisgoil Management Fee -£42,000 -£42,000 -£39,000 
Annual Conference £12,000 £12,000 £12,000 
Blas Festival £279,000 £179,500 £181,500 
Blas Festival Management Fee -£35,000 -£15,000 -£15,000 
Support Cèilidh Trails £72,500 £72,500 £72,500 
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee -£7,000 -£7,000 -£7,000 
Gaelic Residential Events £36,500 £36,500 £35,500 
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc. £39,000 £39,000 £38,000 
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc Management Fee -£2,000 -£2,000 -£2,000 
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter £500 £500 £500 
Showcase & International Opportunities  £14,000 £14,000 £14,000 
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee -£4,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Resources and Digitisation Programme £10,400 £15,500 £14,000 
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee -£2,500 -£3,500 -£3,000 
FèisTV £8,000 £7,900 £7,800 
FèisTV Management Fee -£1,500 -£1,300 -£1,100 
Contingency £5,000 £5,000 £6,382 
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE £1,542,200 £1,483,291 £1,500,253 
Management Fees £105,500 £86,300 £82,600 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE £1,647,700 £1,569,591 £1,582,853 
Transfer to Reserves £10,550 £8,630 £8,260 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) £0 £0 £0 

Fiddle class at Fèis Òigridh Ìle agus Dhiùra 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Meall House, Portree, Isle of Skye, IV51 9BZ 

www.feisean.org 




